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ABSTRACT 
The p” X p” matrix over Z, with (i,j) entry , O<i,j<p”-1, is 
diagonalizable, with minimal polynomial x3 - 1. We compuie the multiplicity of each 
eigenvalue. These results are proved with the method of generating functions. 
Caldarea [13, pp. first considered binomial coefficients placed in 
an matrix with each entry He proved that the determinant of this 
matrix is 1. Rutishauser [14, pp. 40-2411 considered matrices with entries 
j i (1)( ) * , 
I 
i < j. 
He found that the product of this matrix with its transpose is the matrix with 
entries 
i+j 
i i j ’ 
This is a specific example of the theorem which states that 
any real positive-definite symmetric matrix can be decomposed into the 




matrix as a test matrix. He considered the matrix with entries over 
t e complex field, for various dimensions. 
From now on, p will be a fixed prime not equal to three. Let J,, denote 




for 0 f i, j < p” - 1. We will prove four theorems which taken together show 
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that ./, is diagonalizable and which explicitly determine its eigenvalues. AU 
our computations are done module p. 
Theorem 1, which is well known, reduces the problem to the case n = 1. 
Theorem 2 states that the minimal polynomial of J, divides x3 - 1. Thus 
there are at most three eigenvalues, the cube roots of unity. The method of 
proof involves well-known generating function techniques, though there are 
major simplifications due to working module p. For example, (X - l)P-’ = 
YQ$xi. Finally, Theorems 3 and 4 are used to completely specify the 
multiplicity of the eigenvalues. 
Two results which we will be constantly using are the formulas 
(l+~)~=l+x~ and 
(all module p). We also will be using the generating function identity 
which is just the binomial theorem for the exponent - (k + 1). 
THEOREM 1. We have 
the n th iterated Kronecker (or tensor) product of Il. 
Proof. Let O<i,j<p”-1, andlet i=i,+i,p+ ... +i,_,p”-‘, j= 
j, + j,p + . . . + jn_lpn-l be the base p expansions of i and j. Then the 
(i, j) entry of Jp”” is by definition equal to 
( io;io) . . . (“;‘;“-q 
By a minor variation of Lucas’s congruence [ll, pp. 49-541 obtained by 
computing in two ways the coefficient of xi in (1 + ~)~+j (mod p), we see 





, as desired. 
Theorem 1 allows all our results concerning I1 to be immediately gener- 
alized to .I,. Hence we will consider only Jr, which we henceforth denote by 
J. For some recent results related to Theorem 1, see [12, pp. 56-571 and [17]. 
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THEOREM 2. 
I3 = 1. 
Proof (R. Stanley). All equalities are mod p. By definition of matrix 
multiplication, we need to show that 
where a,, is the Kronecker delta. For any integers r, s >, 0 define 
Introduce the generating function F(r, y) = C,, s a ,&x’y’. Thus 
= ,;fo(Y,i l (l- xy+y1- y)k+’ 
1 
= (1-x)(1-Y) j,k-0 
pf1 i’;“) 1 
(1- r)‘(l- y)k. 
Let S,!, denote the mod p Kronecker delta, i.e., 
s;, = 
i 




C qfxrys= C C XPr+iyPs+i 
r,s>O i=O r,s>O 
(1- xy)p-l 
= (1- x)P(l- y)“’ 
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Hence we need to show that 
(l-xy)p-l 
= pi1 i~:k)(l_,):(l_y)k* t2) 
(l-X)p-l(l-y)p-l j,k=O 






r=O i 1 r (a+/?)‘( -l)p-l-r 
p-1 
= c b+N 
r=O 
since 
= 0 if O<j,k<p-1 and j+k>p. 
This proves Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be the pXp matrix with (i. j)-entry Si,p_l_j for 
0 < i, j < p - 1, so R2 = I. Then, 
(RJ)2=Z. 
Proof. Let O<i,k<p- 1. The above statement is equivalent to prov- 
ing that 
(3) 
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Use (3) to define F(i, k) for 0 < i < p - 1 and k >, 0, and introduce the 
generating function 
0-l 
G(x, y) = cc 1 F(i, khiyk 
i=O k>O 
p-l p-l 





= (1-y)P x 1 
p-1 
= x0 kFo&kxiYk 
This is the desired conclusion; hence Theorem 3 is proved. 
THEOREM 4. We have 
trace(J) = 1 if (p-1)/3isaninteger, 
- 1 otherwise. 
Proof (I. Gessel). We may 
equivalent to showing that 
assume p 2 5. The above statement is 





and the entries in the sum from (p - 1)/2 to p - 1 are zero. So 
which is 
( _ 4+1)(~-W2= (_ 3)(P-W2= 
t i 
$f 
(the Legendre symbol). By the quadratic reciprocity law, 
as desired. There is a somewhat longer proof of the same result by R. Stanley 
which avoids the theory of quadratic residues. n 
We now come to the main result. 
THEOREM 5. The matrix J (where, as always, p z 3) is diagonalizable 
with eigenvalues the three cube roots 1, {, l2 of unity. In the real case, when 
(p - 1)/3 is an integer, then 5 and C2 belong to Z,. The multiplicities of 
1, {, l2 are (p + 2)/3, (p - 1)/3, and (p - 1)/3 respectively. In the complex 
case, when (p - 1)/3 is not an integer, then l and l2 belong to the 
quadratic extension Z,[x]/(l+ x + x2) of Z,. The multiplicities of 1, {, l2 
are (p - 2)/3, (p + 1)/3, and (p + 1)/3 respectively. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, the minimal polynomial of I divides x3 - 1 and 
hence (since p f 3) has distinct roots. Thus .I is diagonalizable. Let a, b, c 
denote the multiplicities of the eigenvahres 1, [, l2 respectively. Since J is a 
p x p matrix, we have (in Z) 
a+b+c=p. (4) 
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Now Theorem 3 may be rewritten (since R2 = Z and J3 = I) RJR-’ = J2. 
Hence J and J2 have the same characteristic polynomial, so 
b=c. (5) 
Finally, by Theorem 4 we have 
a + bS + c$’ = trace(J) = 
1 if (p - 1)/3 is an integer, 
_ 1 othenvise (6) 
Solving the equations (4), (5) (6) for a, b, c yields the desired result. n 
An analogous result is by Schur [lo, p. 2071. Gauss proved that 
(l+i)&r if n=O(mod4), 
n-l 
Ce 
Zwis’/n = 6 if n=l (mod4), 
s=O 0 if n=2(mod4), 
zn *r if n=3(mod4). 
There are several proofs of this result, notably by Kronecker, Mertens, and 
Schur. Schur’s proof uses matrix algebra. Let U be an n X n matrix with 
(k, Z) entry the complex number 
Schur showed 
u4= 1. 
The trace of the matrix U is Gauss’s sum. The analogy is clear. The analogue 
of Schur’s matrix over Z, has dimension (p - 1) X (p - l), and the (k, I) 
entry is ekl, where c is any primitive root of Z,. 
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